4. There are other larger-than-life coins in the money cabinet too.

   Can you see an animal with tusks? What is it?

5. Look in the inflation cabinet. On the left-hand side you will find a silver-coloured coin.

   What animal can you see on the coin?

6. The central bank cabinet has German money on display. On the left-hand side there’s a display drawer containing a 3-Mark coin.

   Do you recognise the animal on the back?
Welcome to our coin quiz

There are six questions to answer. Don’t forget to look at the photos – they’ll show you where to find the information you’ll need.

Write your answers in the spaces.
Let’s get started!
Good luck and have fun!

1. Look for a red box with a coin inside.
   What number does the coin have on it?

2. The Greek 2-euro coin has Princess Europa on the back.
   What animal is she riding on?

3. Can you spot an enlarged coin in the money cabinet? There is a picture of a Roman’s head on the front.
   What weapons can you see on the back?